Poly(L-lactic acid), PLLA, in amorphous and semi-crystalline forms were studied by DSC, in order to investigate both molecular dynamics and structural relaxation features, and to understand the influence of the crystalline confinement on the segmental mobility of the intraspherulitic amorphous phase. Experimental data were generated after submitting the materials to different thermal histories below T g and were treated with a model based on the configurational entropy concept, allowing to extract a series of physical-meaningful parameters and to obtain the temperature dependence of the relaxation times. The main features of the relaxation process in the glassy state (activation energy of the glassy state and x) and the fragility index were found to be apparently insensitive to crystallinity. Significant differences between the two materials were detected in both the position of the glass transition temperature and the width of the distribution of relaxation times. In the framework of the Adam and Gibbs theory, it is suggested that for the semi-cristalline PLLA the mobility of the amorphous chains is more or less restricted, depending on their distance to the rigid lamellar walls or on the intra-lamellar thickness; this will imply that their conformational motions will take place at different temperatures, typically above the glass transition temperature of the (unconfined) bulk amorphous phase. q
Introduction
Poly(L-lactic acid), PLLA, is a well known biodegradable and biocompatible polymer. Such properties, allied with the processability and good mechanical properties make this polymer adequate to be used in many biomedical applications [1] [2] [3] such as wound closure, prosthetic implants, controlled-released systems and three-dimensional scaffolds. PLLA exhibits low crystallisation kinetics [4] [5] [6] , being easy to prepare this material with a wide range of degrees of crystallinity. This parameter will determine many physical properties (including mechanical behaviour) and may affect the biological response (e.g. cell growth and proliferation in culture). The morphology and particularly the degree of crystallinity will influence also the hydrolytic degradation kinetics in a clinical situation. It has been found that the rate of hydrolytic or enzymatic degradability of polylactides is strongly affected by the degree of crystallinity and lamellar organisation [7] [8] [9] [10] .
Depending on annealing conditions different morphologies and crystallinity may be attained, having a considerable impact on the final materials' properties [11] . However, even in the most favourable cases, it is hard to achieve crystallinity degree in PLLA above 60% [11] . Therefore, the amorphous fraction should play an important role on the final properties of this polymer. In biomedical applications this is especially relevant as the glass transition temperature of PLLA is about 60-65 8C, i.e. not far above physiological temperature. Therefore, the amorphous fraction of any PLA-based implanted material will be in the glassy state. As T g is not very distant from 37 8C, the system will slowly approach the equilibrium at this temperature. This structural relaxation phenomenon, or physical ageing, is a kinetic Polymer 46 (2005) phenomenon that results from the non-equilibrium characteristic of the glassy state. It manifests as, for example, an apparent shift of the creep response to longer times or a reduction in the specific volume V or enthalpy H. So, physical ageing may contribute for the change of the physical properties of PLLA with time at the moment that it is implanted, besides the pure chemical effect of the degradation by hydrolysis of the chains. Some issues related to the structural relaxation in PLLA or PDLLA were addressed before [12, 13] . However, a more deep and quantitative inspection of structural relaxation and general glass transition dynamics is still necessary, that should include the determination of the distribution and temperature dependence of the characteristic times for segmental mobility and the effect of crystallinity. This relationship is particularly important as it has been shown, from differential scanning calorimetry (DSC) measurements, that the crystalline regions constrain the amorphous phase and influence its conformational motions [14] [15] [16] [17] . The influence of crystallinity on the glass transition dynamics has been widely investigated in poly(ethylene terephthalate), PET [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] [20] , but this effect has been scarcely studied in poly(lactic acid)-based systems, and probed mainly by dielectric relaxation spectroscopy [21, 22] . PLLA is a polyester, such as PET, but the lamellar morphology is quite different; for example, PLLA exhibits higher long spacing than PET. Therefore, the study of this system may bring new insights on the general discussion on the effect of the crystalline phase on the segmental dynamics, a fundamental problem that is far to be fully understood. In this work, the glass transition features of a PLLA material are investigated by means of DSC. Scans obtained after distinct thermal treatments, including stages at different annealing temperatures below T g and times, or coolings at different rates, are treated with a phenomenological model. This allows to extract a series of physical parameters related to the temperature and structure dependence of the characteristic time for the conformational rearrangements of the polymer segments that are responsible for the relaxation of enthalpy taking place within the mobile amorphous phase. This procedure will be applied in two distinct forms of PLLA: Nearly amorphous and with a high degree of crystallinity (fully spherulitic morphology). This will allow to characterise the glass transition dynamics in PLLA when, on one hand, the amorphous chains are free of constrains imposed by the crystalline region and, on the other hand, the amorphous chains are confined within the crystalline lamellae.
Model based on configurational entropy
The evolution of the configurational entropy during a thermal history that consists of a series of temperature jumps from T iK1 to T i at time instants t i , followed by isothermal stages is given by [23] [24] [25] [26] [27] :
where b is the Kohlrausch-Williams-Watts, KWW, parameter, that takes into account the non-exponential behaviour of the segmental mobility:
where x is the reduced time:
The function t(t) is determined implicitly by the dependence of t on T and S c during the thermal history, a dependence which is assumed to obey the Adam and Gibbs equation [28] extended to non-equilibrium states: 
with T* a temperature high enough above the glass transition and
where DC p (T) is the configurational heat capacity, here taken as the difference between the heat capacities of the liquid and the glass, DC p (T)ZC pl (T)KC pg (T) (a linear dependence of DC p (T) with temperature has been assumed in this work) and T 2 is the Gibbs-DiMarzio temperature at which the configurational entropy in the equilibrium liquid would vanish. Phenomenological models of structural relaxation usually assume that the state attained at infinite time in the structural relaxation process at a temperature T a can be identified with the extrapolation to T a of the equilibrium line experimentally determined at temperatures above T g . When the models are based on the fictive temperature (T f ) concept this is simply a result of the identification of the limit of T f at infinite time with T. In the context of the model used in this work this means that: 
Materials and methods
The polymerization of PLLA was carried out as described elsewhere [29] . Briefly, a glass polymerization reactor equipped with a nitrogen flow-through inlet and a vacuum connection, was placed in a temperature-controlled bath containing silicone oil. Polymerization was performed under nitrogen atmosphere at the temperature range of 100-150 8C for 12-48 h. In order to remove residual monomers, chloroform and methanol were used as the solvent and precipitant, respectively. The molecular weights of the polymer, M n and M w , were 58,000 and 132,000, respectively, evaluated from gel permeation chromatography (Shimadzu, LC 10A, Japan) using polystyrene as standard and chloroform as solvent. The melting temperature of the obtained material is 169 8C (onset temperature, obtained by DSC at 20 8C min K1 ). The thermal properties were investigated in a PerkinElmer Pyris equipment, using the conventional calibration methods with high pure standards. Two kinds of PLLA sample were analysed: A nearly-amorphous material, NA-PLLA, and a semi-crystalline PLLA, SC-PLLA.
NA-PLLA was obtained by cooling the material in the DSC pan at 40 8C min K1 from 190 8C down to 20 8C. SC-PLLA was obtained by cooling the polymer at 1 8C min K1 from 190 to 20 8C. In Section 4 are shown the DSC results for samples previously cooled at different rates from the melt, and the reasons for choosing these particular treatments for obtaining both NA-PLLA and SC-PLLA are explained.
When a phenomenological model such as the one used in this work is applied in structural relaxation studies, it is important to subject the sample to several and distinct thermal histories in order to obtain parameters characteristic of the material, i.e. independent of thermal history. Such procedure was widely discussed previously [23] [24] [25] [26] [27] . So, for both NA-PLLA and SC-PLLA the following thermal histories were used:
(i) Cooling from the equilibrium state (i.e. above T g ) at different rates. (ii) Cooling at 40 8C min K1 from the equilibrium state down to different ageing temperatures (T a !T g ). The sample was kept at T a during different ageing times (t a ), prior to the final conventional heating DSC scans that were carried out at 20 8C min K1 from 20 to 90 8C.
Regarding the thermal treatments referred in (ii), and for SC-PLLA, the initial fast cooling at 40 8C min K1 started always at 90 8C and it is not expected any change in the crystallinity due to the successive DSC scans. Nevertheless, for NA-PLLA significant crystallization could take place due to successive 'annealings' at 90 8C. Thus, in this case the thermal treatment started in the melt and the sample was first cooled down to the ageing temperature T a at 40 8C min
K1
. For the particular case of the thermal history consisting in the cooling through the glass transition at 0.5 8C min K1 , and also in order to avoid crystallisation, the NA-PLLA sample was cooled from the melt to 70 8C at 40 8C min K1 and then from 70 to 20 8C at 0.5 8C min K1 . The characterisation of the crystallisation features was carried out using TMDSC and conventional DSC, in both isothermal and scanning modes, and published elsewhere [30] . Crystallization experiments at different cooling rates were also performed under cross-polarised optical microscopy and presented in a previous work [31] .
Results
There are different ways to induce and control crystallinity in PLLA. A final microstructure may result from an isothermal annealing by quenching the liquid (or heating the amorphous glass below T g ) to a given temperature between T g and T m , during a particular time. In this case, the temperature should be carefully calibrated if one pretends to reproduce the same thermal treatment. Alternatively, the cooling from the liquid state at different rates will also lead to materials with different degrees of crystallinity. The final morphology will be essentially dependent on the cooling rate, and will not be very sensitive either to the temperature Fig. 1 . Left, sketch of the configurational entropy corresponding to the liquid state (dashed line), to an experimental cooling scan at a finite cooling rate (solid line), and to the hypothetical line of the limit states of the structural relaxation process (dashed-dotted line). Right, C p (T) lines corresponding to the three cases described in the left graphics: The dashed line corresponds to the liquid state C pl (T), the solid line corresponds to an experimental cooling scan, and the dashed-dotted line corresponds to the specific heat capacity in the limit states of the structural relaxation process:
calibration of the apparatus nor on the sample's thickness. Fig. 2 shows a series of DSC heating curves, in the same material that was subjected to a previous cooling from the melt down to room temperature at different rates.
A detailed analysis relating the cooling rate of the thermal treatment and the final microstructure for the same PLLA is described elsewhere [31] . It was found that for the highest cooling rates (above 5 8C min K1 ) the material is essentially amorphous [31] . This was revealed by the nonexistence of a diffraction pattern in X-ray scattering experiments (WAXS and SAXS) conducted on a material previously cooled above 5 8C min K1 . This means that a small quantity of small crystallites may still exist in this material, although they are not able to diffract X-rays.
Moreover, from the data presented in Fig. 2 , the integration of the DSC trace covering both crystallisation and melting peaks for a sample prepared as mentioned above, gives a negligible enthalpy, characteristic of a nearly amorphous material.
Taking into account the previously referred work [31] and the results of Fig. 2 , we will use the material cooled at 40 8C min K1 as the nearly-amorphous PLLA (NA-PLLA) in the structural relaxation studies. On the other hand, the DSC trace of the sample previously cooled at 1 8C min
K1
does not exhibit the cold-crystallisation peak providing an indication that a deep crystallisation process took place during the previous cooling (Fig. 2) . The morphology, as seen by cross polarised optical microscopy, shows a fully spherulitic structure for a sample prepared in these conditions [31] . This semi-crystalline sample, designated as SC-PLLA, will be used in the structural relaxation studies to investigate the case of an amorphous phase confined within the crystalline structure. The crystalline fraction, x c , can be estimated from DSC results by using the relation for the enthalpy of fusion of the infinite thickness crystal [32] , the crystalline fraction of this material, x c , is between 0.24 and 0.28.
Figs. 3 and 4 show the DSC scans at 20 8C min K1 after different thermal histories for NA-PLLA and SC-PLLA, respectively (symbols). From the analysis of the ensemble of these results it may be seen that glass transition temperature is higher for the crystalline material. This happens because the mobility of the chain segments, which are necessary to promote the recovery of the enthalpy, decreases with crystallinity. This hindered mobility is the result of the existence of a geometrical constraint imposed by the crystallites to the conformational mobility within the amorphous fraction. Moreover, the glass transition range is broader for SC-PLLA and the intensity of the change (both the step in the heat flow and intensity of the endothermic peaks) decreases from NA-PLLA to SC-PLLA, reflecting the decrease of the amorphous phase content. The ratio of DC p increment at the glass transition temperature in SC-PLLA to that of NA-PLLA is 0.17, much smaller than what would be expected from the crystallinity of the sample, what means that a significant fraction of the chain segments that are out of the lamellae do not have enough conformational mobility to participate in the glass transition. The existence of such amount of material that is not involved in the glass transition process suggests that the amorphous material near the crystallites differs from the normal polymer melt. Local equilibrium between the crystallites and the adjacent amorphous layers has been suggested in literature as an explanation of the so-called surface crystallization and melting phenomenon as evidenced, e.g. by SAXS experiments on polyethylene [33] , modulated calorimetry [34, 35] and Raman spectroscopy [36] . These experiments show that a change in temperature results in maintaining the thickness of the transition layer between the crystallites and the melt, even though there is a continuous shift of the interface as crystallinity changes. Table 1 ).
The chain structure of these layers consists of loops, which are fixed with their ends in the crystallites and trapped entanglements in a concentration higher than that in the normal polymer melt, as a consequence the chemical potential of these units differs from that in the bulk melt. The high surface to volume ratio of the crystallites accounts for such a high amount of material that not being able to crystallise cannot participate in the glass transition process.
Especially for PLLA, it is visible that, for the same ageing time (180 min), and starting from the lowest ageing temperatures, T a , there is an increase of the endothermic peak height as T a increases, because the approach to equilibrium is faster as T a increases towards T g . On the other hand, for a sufficiently high T a , close to T g , the rate of the structural relaxation process is high, but the variation of enthalpy produced is small because the material is already close to equilibrium at the beginning of the structural relaxation process. A further increase of T a would lead to a value at which there is no difference between the scan measured on the aged sample and the reference scan.
Different sets of the heating scans for NA-PLLA and SC-PLLA, chosen among the available data (Figs. 3 and 4) , were fitted with the phenomenological model described in Section 2. In this case, we consider a linear dependence of DC p with temperature [37] and used it for the model calculations. The simulations were conducted for all the samples under the assumption S lim c ðTÞO S eq c ðTÞ, i.e. assuming that the equilibrium state will not be reached. It was previously found that the fitting parameters of the model, ln A, B, b, T 2 and d are not statistically independent, but rather different combinations of sets of parameter could lead to similar representations of the temperature dependence of the relaxation times [24] [25] [26] [27] . Then, the fitting procedure requires the fixation of a given parameter, usually B, from 500 to 1000 Jg K1 , and the four other parameters are determined using a least-square routine. After different attempts, the best value of B is judged according to the realistic values of A and T g KT 2 . However, in this work, A was fixed as 10 K14 s for both NA-PLLA and SC-PLLA. As commented by Angell [38] , A is seen as a microscopic quantity, with values of this order of magnitude, related to the frequency of attempts to cross some barrier opposing the rearrangement of particles involved in the relaxation [28, 39] , or the time a molecule needs to move into some free space [40, 41] . More details about the fitting procedure can be found elsewhere [23] [24] [25] [26] [27] .
The fitted values of B, b, T 2 and d are shown in Table 1 , for both materials. The uncertainty of each parameter was estimated according to the procedure described elsewhere [42] . It is assumed that these parameters are materials' parameters, independent from the thermal history. The reproduction of the DSC curves using these results are shown in Figs. 3 and 4 . In general it can be said that the fits are satisfactory for the two samples.
Discussion
As pointed out before, the DSC results suggest a broadening of the glass transition when PLLA is crystallised. This can be due to different reasons, as commented in a previous work [17] : (i) A decrease in the apparent activation energy around T g ; (ii) an increase of composition heterogeneity, i.e. a broadening of the distribution of distinct phases (nanometric amorphous regions with different sizes) with different T g s or (iii) an intrinsic broadening of the relaxation times distribution. At least, the last hypothesis could be viable since, on one hand, for SC-PLLA the fitting quality was acceptable, which does not occur in very heterogeneous systems; on the other hand, a significant difference in the KWW parameter b values (Eq. (2)) is found, which is an indication of differences in the distribution of characteristic times. For NA-PLLA bZ 0.40G0.006 which is very close to the KWW stretch parameters found in a series of amorphous poly(D,L-lactic acid) with different molecular weights, where bZ0.41G 0.01 for all samples [43] . For SC-PLLA we find bZ0.35G 0.006, indicating a more varied and constrained mobility of the polymeric segments within the crystalline lamellae, with respect to the bulky amorphous phase. In the semicrystalline material the close interaction with crystallites enhances the possibility of finding amorphous regions with different mobility. A decrease of b was also detected in PET, when crystallisation was induced in the system [17] . Table 1 shows that no significant differences exist in the diverging temperature T 2 of the two studied materials. The differences found in B mainly reflect the differences in DC p between NA-PLLA and SC-PLLA. It was found that DC p (NA-PLLA)/DC p (SC-PLLA)Z5.9, similar to B(NA-PLLA)/B(SC-PLLA)Z4.9G0.5. The correlation between B and DC p is due to the form of the Adam-Gibbs equation Table 1 ).
[Eq. (4)] and the dependence of the configurational entropy with DC p (Eqs. (5) and (6)).
The ratio d/DC p is small in NA-PLLA (d/DC p Z0.13), indicating that the limit state for structural relaxation coincides almost with the extrapolated equilibrium state. A reason for this finding may be related to the quite flexible nature of the PLLA chains. Below T g the topological constraints, which obstruct the evolution towards the equilibrium state, may be easier to surpass when the conformational rearrangements are facilitated in the case of more flexible polymeric structures. Nevertheless in the semicrystalline polymer the limit state of the structural relaxation process predicted by the model simulation is quite far from equilibrium d/DC p Z0.59. The number of conformations available for the amorphous phase confined between lamellae is much smaller than in the pure amorphous chains. Thus, the collapse of mobility that stops the structural relaxation and prevents the material to reach the equilibrium state takes place in the semicrystalline polymer at a higher value of the configurational entropy than in the fully amorphous one.
From the parameters presented in Table 1 it was possible to simulate the temperature dependence of the relaxation times of NA-PLLA and SC-PLLA for a particular case-for a heating at 20 8C min K1 after a quenching at 40 8C min
K1
. These results are shown in Fig. 5 (symbols) . At low reciprocal temperatures a clear curvature is found, usually described by the well-known Vogel-Fulcher-TammannHesse (VFTH) equation. The temperature dependence of such relaxation times in equilibrium, according to the VFTH equation, is also displayed in Fig. 5 for both materials (solid  lines) .
In the equilibrium region the relaxation map is clearly shifted towards higher temperatures for the crystalline material, with respect with NA-PLLA. This is reflected, for example, in the glass transition temperature, that is often defined as the temperature at which tZ100 s. Table 2 presents the values of T g , determined in such a way, for both materials. A difference of ca. 5 8C is detected, which would be hardly determined using the DSC reference scans, especially for the case of SC-PLLA. However, after an ageing period in the glassy state it was possible to distinguish the two T g s by DSC, and a similar difference was found between the glass transition of the bulk-like and constrained amorphous phases in PLLA [31] . The results in the equilibrium region allow to determine the apparent activation energy at T g in equilibrium:
the values of Dh* are shown in Table 2 , being higher for SC-PLLA. Also for the PET system, higher values of Dh* were found for the crystalline materials with respect to the amorphous polymer. This parameter may be used to obtain informations about the fragility index, related to the magnitude of the decrease of log t with decreasing T g /T at T g [44] [45] [46] :
The values of m for the two studied materials are shown in Table 2 . They are close to the ones obtained in a series of L-lactide/meso-lactide copolymers [22] (mw150). In that work no differences, within the experimental uncertainties, were found between the fragilities calculated in amorphous or semi-crystalline polymers. Thus, the differences in m between NA-PLLA and SC-PLLA may be also not significant.
The data in Fig. 5 clearly indicate that as T g is approaching from the high temperature region the system start to fall out of the equilibrium and a clear deviation of the previous VFT-like trend is noticed, until a quasi-Arrhenius regime is found in the glassy region. This behaviour is a consequence of the almost constant configurational entropy in the glassy state (i.e. Eq. (4) adopts an Arrhenius form). The Arrhenius plots for the two materials in the glassy state seem to be quite parallel. The slope of the simulations in Fig. 5 in the glassy state allows to calculate the apparent activation energy: 
Very similar values of E glass a were found for NA-PLLA and SC-PLLA (Table 2 ). For PET it was also seen that crystallinity has no influence on this parameter [17] . This was attributed to the invariance of the configurational entropy in the glassy state with crystallinity, S glass c , that should be a characteristic, nearly universal, parameter determining the temperature interval in which the glass transition takes place.
The relaxation time t(t) in Eq. (3) is a function of both temperature and separation from equilibrium (i.e. structure). In the model proposed by Narayanaswamy [47] and then by Moynihan and his group [48] , the NM model, x is a parameter between 0 and 1 that defines the relative contributions of temperature and structure to the relaxation time, i.e. it can be said that defines the degree of nonlinearity of the structural relaxation process. The values of x can determined by xZ E glass a =Dh Ã [47, 48] and are also present in Table 2 . No significant differences exist between the two materials, similarly to what was observed between amorphous and semi-crystalline PET [17] . The low values of x reflect that, for these samples, the contribution of structure to the relaxation time is more important than the contribution of temperature [47, 48] .
We may then conclude that crystallinity in PLLA has two main effects on the overall glass transition dynamics: A shift of the glass transition temperature to higher values and a broadening of the distribution of relaxation times. The influence of the geometrical confinement on the glass transition behaviour may be analysed under the framework of the Adam and Gibbs theory [28] , using the concept of the cooperatively rearranging regions (CRR). They are defined as the smallest regions around a relaxing entity that can undergo a transition to a new configurational state without requiring simultaneous configurational changes outside its boundaries. The correlation length, x, of the CRRs assigned to the glass transition relaxation in glass formers decreases with increasing temperature. The x value near glass transition depends on the material and, as shown in an extensive study by Hampel et al. [49] , it varies typically between 1.0 and 3.5 nm. The confinement of an amorphous phase within regions of such order of magnitude should lead to a broadening of the glass transition and a shift to higher temperatures [15, 50] . These findings were interpreted by relating the size of the amorphous regions and the correlation lengths for conformational mobility. We may also include the difference found in the glass transition dynamics studied by DSC on the PLLA samples under similar arguments.
Let first suppose that for amorphous (unconstrained) PLLA the glass transition during heating takes place when the mean correlation length of the unconfined chains is below a certain value, x am . For SC-PLLA, during heating, the amorphous domains that are away from the crystallites (or the rigid amorphous phase) by a distance higher than x am /2 will acquire mobility at temperature close to the ones for the bulk amorphous material. If the distance of the amorphous domains to the rigid walls is below x am /2 then the temperature should increase until the correlation length is below this distance and above it the domain may undergo conformational changes within the time scale of the experiment; this happens at a temperature that is higher than the glass transition temperature of the unconfined amorphous phase. This explanation seems to be compatible with a correlation found between the thickness of the amorphous mobile layer and the correlation length measured in poly (trimethylene terephthalate) crystallised at different conditions, in order to produce different lamellar morphologies [51] . In inter-lamellar regions with thicknesses higher than x am there will be a fraction of amorphous domains that will be close to the walls than x am /2, and, in this case, a distribution of distances between the polymeric chains and the rigid walls lower than that value will exist. Therefore, it is expectable the existence of dynamic heterogeneities for the segmental mobility in semi-crystalline systems, resulting in a broader distribution of characteristic times, as compared with the bulk amorphous material.
Thus, in a dynamic point of view, the amorphous phase between the crystalline lamellae may be seen as a different phase with respect with the bulk amorphous one. However, the domains that are relaxing are composed by the same material, and differ only in average size and size distribution. This may explain the similar properties of the glassy phase (activation energy and x parameter) and in fragility found in NA-PLLA and SC-PLLA.
Other arguments can explain the effect of confinement on the glass transition features. Some authors suggest that two contributions should be taken into account: The effect of geometrical confinement itself and the effect resulting from the interactions with the surface [52] [53] [54] . A discussion based on such assumption can be found elsewhere also for a PLLA system [31] .
Main conclusions
Significant differences in the glass transition dynamics and structural relaxation behaviour were found between a nearly amorphous and a semi-crystalline PLLA (NA-PLLA and SC-PLLA) investigated by DSC. From a quantitative point of view, a phenomenological model based on the configurational entropy concept was used to describe the results and allowed to extract physical-meaningful parameters for both materials. It was found that (i) from the lower value of the KWW b parameter in SC-PLLA, the distribution of relaxation times should be broader in SC-PLLA than in NA-PLLA; (ii) no significant differences in B/DC p (T g ) and T 2 were found between both materials as well as on the fragility index; (iii) the d values are small in NA-PLLA indicating that the equilibrium state below T g could be almost reached at sufficient long times, but in the SC-PLLA the limit state of the structural relaxation process will be quite far of the equilibrium state; (iv) the glass transition, defined as the temperature at which tZ100 s, is shifted to higher temperatures for the case of SC-PLLA; and (v) the main features of the glassy state (e.g. E glass a and x) are found to be almost independent on the crystallinity. The results were interpreted by assuming that the mobility of the amorphous phase confined between the crystalline lamellae is dynamically distinct from that of the bulk amorphous phase. In the former case, and under the Adam and Gibbs CRR concept, the amorphous chains that are away from the crystalline regions by a distance less than the correlation length of the bulk amorphous phase will eventually undergo conformational rearrangement at higher temperatures. Therefore, in SC-PLLA the existence of dynamically heterogeneous environments will broaden the distribution of relaxation times and shift it to higher temperatures.
